Water Factory options

I am very pleased with
what we have achieved in
such a short space of time
and initial feedback from our
customers provides proof we
have invested well as 90%
have commented that the
refurbishment is fantastic. The
features help brighten and
liven up the pool and poolside,
and have contributed to
making the much needed and
overdue revamp of the pool
area a great success.
Colin Winfield, Centre Manager,
Concordia Leisure Centre

WF001 Waterball and Interactive Mast
Join an Interactive Mast to a Waterball with a Span Pipe with features to provide a great variety of surprise and anticipatory play at high
and low levels.

Water Factory
Create an explosion of activity with a Hippo
Water Factory!
Our bright and bold interactive water play features
can be linked together to excite children of all ages
and abilities. Span Arms can be used to link masts
and other features together, and bring the water to
areas without a supply such as islands, planters and
poolside.
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A modular design enables you to build up and
expand a Water Factory in several phases of
installation.
Our innovative team can design a Water Factory
to suit most pool areas and budgets.
Custom theming is available.

WF002 2 Interactive Masts including a Large Tipping Bucket with Splash Board
Join 2 Interactive Masts and add a Large Tipping Bucket which will cascade water onto a Splash Board, soaking children below it. If you
already have a Mast why not add a Large Tipping Bucket with Splash Board!
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I approached Hippo Leisure because we wanted to rejuvenate the pool attractions within the Leisure
Pool. We decided to have a Water Factory installed which comprised of a Waterball with extended arms
and additional water features attached which can be enjoyed by both children and adults. Hippo Leisure’s
Team worked hard to ensure that disturbances during the installation were kept to a minimum. We have
factual evidence that these new features have definitely improved our bather usage and income stream. We
were delighted to have worked in conjunction with Hippo Leisure. I would recommend Hippo Leisure to any
swimming pool that is wishing to attract new customers and improve long term revenue.
Tanya , Waves Leisure Pool Manager, Torquay Riviera Centre.

WF003 2 Interactive Masts, Waterball and Large Tipping Bucket with Splash Board
Add an additional Mast which can be located on poolside and linked by a Span Arm with features. This can further utilise existing water
supplies and increase the level of fun in your pool.
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